New On DVD & Blu-Ray
The Conjuring 2 The supernatural thriller brings to the screen another real case from
the files of renowned demonologists Ed and Lorraine Warren. Reprising their roles,
Oscar nominee Vera Farmiga and Patrick Wilson star as Lorraine and Ed Warren, who,
in one of their most terrifying paranormal investigations, travel to north London to
help a single mother raising four children alone in a house plagued by malicious
spirits. Warner
All The Way Bryan Cranston stars in a riveting look at the formidable challenges and
demons faced by President Lyndon Johnson in his tumultuous first year in office from his "accidental" ascension to the presidency in November 1963, to his relentless
fight to win passage of a landmark Civil Rights Bill with the election of 1964 looming.
HBO
2 Broke Girls: Season 5 one of TV's top comedies continues for a fifth outrageous
season! In 2 Broke Girls, Kat Dennings and Beth Behrs star as Max Black and Caroline
Channing, best friends and opposites who met waitressing at the same Brooklyn
diner. In season five, the girls continue to wait tables at the diner while trying to
build their business, Max's Homemade Cupcakes, operating out of an after-hours
cupcake window at the diner. While trying to work their way out of "broke," and
realizing they are more alike than they thought, they're surrounded by their offbeat,
colorful "work family" at the diner: Oleg (series star Jonathan Kite), the overly
flirtatious cook; Earl (series star Garrett Morris), the hip 75-year-old cashier; Han
(series star Matthew Moy), the eager-to-please owner of the diner; and Sophie (series
star Jennifer Coolidge), the girls' outrageous upstairs neighbor. Warner
The Originals: Season 3 The Original vampire-werewolf hybrid Klaus Mikaelson and
his brother Elijah have spent 1,000 years fighting to protect their dysfunctional
family. And now that Klaus and the hybrid Hayley share an infant daughter, Hope, the
stakes are higher than ever. Season Three finds Klaus and Elijah estranged from each
other, while adjusting to life with their long-lost sister, Freya. Hayley suffers mightily
at the hands of Klaus's petty vengeance, while Marcel and Davina rule the city. Cami
and Vincent are tangled in a surprising mystery involving the newest resident of
New Orleans - the first vampire ever sired by the Mikaelsons. With threats from the
rebellious Strix and a fatal prophecy hanging over the Mikaelsons, all 22 sexy and
suspenseful episodes simmer with bloodlust, revenge and supernatural warfare.
Warner
Batman Unlimited: Mechs vs Mutants When evil scientist Mr. Freeze activates his
latest invention on two of Gotham City’s most formidable criminals Killer Croc and
Chemo, things go from bad to worse. Turning them into super-sized mutant
monsters, the supervillains start bashing through the streets of Gotham City with no
end in sight. It’s up to the Caped Crusader and his superhero team to save the day by
utilizing their new giant robot mechs, but it will be an uphill battle as they face off
against enormous foes. Meanwhile, Freeze's partner in crime and sidekick Penguin
has plans of his own for Freeze's invention and two of his test subjects Bane and
Clayface. Warner
Neighbors 2 Now that Mac (Seth Rogen) and Kelly Radner (Rose Byrne) have a
second baby on the way, they are ready to make the final move into adulthood: the
suburbs. But just as they thought they'd reclaimed the neighborhood and were safe
to sell, they learn that the new occupants next door are a hard-partying,
out-of-control sorority, led by Shelby (Chloe Grace Moretz). Mac and Kelly are to team
up with their charismatic ex-neighbor and now secret weapon, Teddy (Zac Efron),
since the ladies of Kappa Nu aren't going down without a fight. Universal
Patterns In Serling's Emmy-winning drama, Fred Staples (Van Heflin) is a young small
town plant manager who is given an executive position in the new company. He
soon finds out his promotion has more to do with leverage against the company's
older Vice President, who the Boss (Everett Slone,Citizen Kane) wants out. This throws
Staples into a frenzy of personal loyalty, company politics and cut-throat business
tactics. Patterns has crisp dialogue and the sharp wit that Serling became famous for
in The Twilight Zone! Hollywood movies like MacKendrick's "The Sweet Smell of
Success" and Oliver Stone's "Wall Street" certainly trace their roots to Rod Serling's
Patterns! Film Detective
Sweethearts in the Gridiron On September 12, 1940, when they took the field for the
first time, the Rangerettes made history, and changed the future of football halftime
entertainment across Texas and the United States.. Well Go
River In the south of Laos, an American volunteer doctor becomes a fugitive after he
intervenes in the sexual assault of a young woman. When the assailants body is
pulled from the Mekong River, things quickly spiral out of control. Well Go
Kill Zone 2 his dying daughter... and his warden may have an even deadlier
operation hidden within the prison walls. In this giddily frenetic follow-up (though
not a sequel) to modern martial arts epic Kill Zone (aka Spl: Sha Po Lang), action
icons Tony Jaa (Ong Bak, The Protector) and Zhang Jin (IP Man 3) team up with Hong
Kong megastars Simon Yam, Wu Jing, and Louis Koo for a breakneck story of dirty
cops, prison riots, and black market organ transplants, all brought together by a
nonstop series of inventive, bone-crunching set pieces. Well Go
The Bodyguard Retired Special Agent Ding (Sammo Hung) makes a home in a quiet
village on the Russia / China border. He befriends a young girl whose father, in debt
with the mob, disappears - leaving her in Ding's care. Now he must recall his superior
strategic and tactical skills to save both their lives. Well Go
Hard Target 2 Disgraced and retired mixed martial artist Wes "The Jailor" Baylor
(Scott Adkins) couldn't refuse the million dollar purse offered to fight in Myanmar.
When he arrives to fight, he learns he's been tricked into becoming the target of a
human hunt. Carrying only water and a ruby-filled money belt for the last person
standing, Wes must outsmart the heavily armed group who's paid to kill him. As Wes
fights for his life in the treacherous jungle terrain, the hunters become the hunted.
Hard Target 2 is a must see film for action and martial arts fans featuring Adkins in
incredible fight scenes. Universal
Equals In a future dystopia where emotions are controlled with inoculations and
coupling is strictly prohibited, two young illustrators (Kristen Stewart and Nicholas
Hoult) defy societal laws by beginning a secret love affair. When a "cure" for all
human emotion is invented, the couple must plot a way to escape the totalitarian
state in this sci-fi romance from director Drake Doremus. Lionsgate
Careful What You Wish For A guy gets more than he bargained for after entering
into an affair with the wife of an investment banker. Soon, a suspicious death and
substantial life insurance policy embroil him in a scandal. Starz/Anchor Bay
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World War II When Lions Roared Michael Caine, John Lithgow, Bob Hoskins
and Ed Begley Jr. star in this award-winning mini-series shot in hi-def. At the
Tehran and Yalta Conferences, the strong personalities of three of the
world's most powerful leaders threaten their fragile alliance. This riveting
historical drama portrays the precarious relationship between Franklin D.
Roosevelt, Winston Churchill and Joseph Stalin at the pivotal moments
when the final strategies of the war hung in the balance. Mill Creek
Cashmere Mafia Set in glamorous New York City, four women stay close as
they strive for success in the business world. Affectionately known as the
Cashmere Mafia, they rely on each other for support in both their careers
and their often-tumultuous personal relationships. Publisher Mia (Lucy Liu),
CEO Juliet (Miranda Otto), top business executive Zoe (Frances O'Connor)
and key marketing executive Caitlin (Bonnie Somerville) are bright, driven
and dedicated, supporting each other through rocky marriages, rival
colleagues, kids' recitals and the hunt for the perfect loft. Their ambition
comes with a price - althought they consistently outpace their male
colleagues and husbands in salary and title, they must watch out for
scheming rivals, eager to bring them down. But how better to climb to the
top of the corporate ladder than with your buddies at your side? Mill Creek
The Rockford Files Season Two Jim Rockford is back and better than ever in
all 22 Season Two episodes of the celebrated detective hit The Rockford
Files. Join James Garner in his breakout Emmy-winning role as the cool, calm
and collected ex-con-turned-detective who loves to mouth off but avoids
using his fists at all costs. He takes his time, but always solves the crime whether it be blackmail, theft, scams or murder! Along for the ride on this
five-time Emmy-winning series are such stellar guest stars as Rob Reiner,
Louis Gossett Jr., Linda Evans, Isaac Hayes and Dick Butkus. Also included for
the first time on DVD is the original series pilot. With his no-nonsense
approach and wisecracking wit, it's no mystery that Rockford always gets his
man. Mill Creek
Ghost Encounters 8-Part Documentary Collection A chilling collection of
paranormal sighting caught on camera where the bravest of ghost hunters
embark on an adventure to explore some of the most haunted and
terrifying locations all around the world. Ghost Hunt: Paranormal Encounter
at Burlington County Prison. Ghost Attack on Sutton Street: Poltergeists and
Paranormal Entities, Unexplained Explained: Ghostly Paranormal Activity,
Haunted House: Demon Poltergeist, Ghosts at Sea: Paranormal Shipwrecks
and Curses, Paranormal Rosslyn Chapel: Haunted Portal of Spirits and
Ghosts, Paranormal Prisons: Portal to Hell on Earth, Haunted North America:
Witches Ghosts and Demons. Mill Creek
The Secret Lives of Dogs Dog-lovers unite as 4 adorable movies are
unleashed in this canine collection of family-friendly films. These
Dove-award delights are sure to entertain kids and families with wholesome
stories all celebrating “man’s best friend”. Summer's Shadow All it took was a
sweet, stray dog to change the life of 12-year-old Summer Larsen and those
around her. Summer has a big heart and maturity beyond her years. And
Shadow, named for always following her around, was destined to be her
dog. But for how long? And at what price? With controversy building in the
neighborhood, Summer is determined to do what's right and care for
Shadow. With the help of a reclusive neighbor and a nerdy boy picked on by
the popular kids, she learns a worthy lesson that following your conscience
is not always easy...but the reward can be invaluable. Ugly Benny We've all
heard the saying "you shouldn't judge a book by it's cover," and perhaps
nobody embodies the sage wisdom of that advice better than Benny, or
"Ugly Benny," as he has come to be called by those who have encountered
him at "For Pet's Sake Pet Store." A fuzzy, frumpled, tiny ball of frazzled yarn
with four paws and two sweet eyes peeking out, Benny certainly wasn't
much to look at when he first arrived as a puppy on the doorstep of the pet
store. Sam and Emma found him waiting there in a little box one morning,
just staring up at them with those tiny, lovable little eyes, and to this day no
one knows where he came from or who brought him there. Designer Pups
Young upcoming fashionista, Stacy Leiman, gets a rude awakening when
she fails to land an internship under one of the city's biggest fashion
designers, Michel. Thinking her dreams of making it as a fashion designer
are lost, Stacy gets her big break when she runs into the movie actress,
Chloe Martelle by accident. Stacy, along with her two fashion-forward pups,
Coco and Stella, "bark proof" Chloe's dress before her big red carpet event.
Stella and Coco assist Stacy in choosing the best-looking prints and help
design clothes for red carpet events. After their overnight success, Michel
begins losing clients to Stella, Coco and Stacy. When the designer finds out
what is happening, he dognaps Stella and Coco right before the annual
runway show competition. Bandit and the Saints of Dogwood Lenna, her
furry best friend Bandit, and a few other students plan to pull a prank on the
Principal the last day of school. The night of their dastardly deed, they
encounter treasure map-toting thieves looking for gold buried beneath the
school's gym. When discovered, the treasure hunters get away and the kids
are blamed by the principal for the damage! For punishment, they are sent
to summer camp and it'll take Bandit with a few of his pals to help the kids
escape and get back home. Mill Creek
Last Days in the Desert This biblical drama follows Jesus Christ (here
referred to as "Yeshua" and played by Ewan McGregor) during the 40 days
he spent fasting and wandering in the desert. He is approached by a demon
(also McGregor) during his travels, who challenges him to help a troubled
family living in the wilderness. Ciarán Hinds, Tye Sheridan, and Ayelet Zurer
co-star as the members of the family. Broad Green
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Compadres After being released from prison, former Mexican cop Garza
(Omar Chaparro) seeks revenge on Santos (Erick Elias). Santos has
kidnapped his girlfriend Maria (Aislinn Derbez) and framed him for a crime
he didn't commit. With the help of his former boss Coronado (Jose Sefami),
Garza manages to escape with a tip about how to find Santos which leads
him to San Diego in search of an "accountant." This said accountant is
responsible for stealing $10 million dollars from Santos and may know
Santos' whereabouts. When Garza arrives, he is shocked to find that the
infamous accountant is a 17 year old American computer hacker named VIC
(Joey Morgan). Despite an immediate disdain for each other, these two
divided by culture, language and age, realize that Garza's low tech brain and
Vic's high tech hacker skills may be their only chance at finding Santos
before he finds them. Its Midnight Express meets About a Boy in this
Lionsgate / Televisa double crossing, cross cultural action comedy. The
movie stars Omar Chaparro, one of Mexico's and the US Hispanic's biggest
comedians and Aislinn Derbez; a rising star and Eugenio Derbez's daughter
Lionsgate
Fishes N Loaves: Heaven Sent When his parish closes, a big-hearted
California preacher is dispatched to a church in tiny Eufala, Arizona (pop.
4521), a land of rodeos, square dances, lovestruck goats, and amateur
musicals. Can Pastor Randy (Patrick Muldoon, Days of Our Lives) and his
loved ones keep their sanity long enough to inspire a community that's
gone astray? Starring Dina Meyer (Starship Troopers) and Bruce Davison
(X-Men), this comic tale shows that a small town is a perfect place for a great
big miracle. Lionsgate
South Park: Season 19 This stunning and brave 19th season of South Park
follows a serialized model for the first time in the show's history. The season
is built around an extended satire of political correctness beginning when a
new socially conscious principal comes to town. In other episodes, Mr.
Garrison makes a bid for the White House, Randy takes the lead in
gentrifying the town, and everyone is looking for their safe space.
Paramount
Mad About You Complete Series Honored with several awards including 12
Emmys®, Mad About You is one of TV's most beloved and popular comedies.
Mad About You explores the romantic ups and downs of an endearingly
neurotic couple, Paul and Jamie Buchman, as they cope with marriage,
mood swings, love and life. You'll experience the ultimate in laughs and
entertainment with shows featuring celebrity guests Lisa Kudrow, Carl
Reiner, Sid Caesar, Estelle Getty, Bruce Willis, Hank Azaria, Cyndi Lauper and
more. This is truly the ultimate collection filled with bonus features for
everyone who is mad about Mad About You! Starring: Helen Hunt, Paul
Reiser, Tommy Hinkely, Anne Ramsay, Richard Kind and Leila Kenzle Guest
Stars: Mel Brooks, Hank Azaria, Nathan Lane, Carol Burnett, Cyndi Lauper,
Ellen DeGeneres, Jerry Seinfeld, Lisa Kudrow and more! A Golden Globe®
and Emmy® winning series (4 Golden Globes and 12 Emmys). The show had
crossover episodes with a number of other popular NBC TV shows that were
set in New York City such as Friends, Seinfeld, and The Dick Van Dyke Show.
First time the Complete Series is being released on DVD! Set includes a host
of bonus features including commentaries, featurettes, a blooper reel and
more. Mill Creek
The Titanic The Epic Miniseries Event The Titanic sets sail on a collision
course with destiny in this spellbinding epic adventure, featuring
outstanding performances by Peter Gallagher, George C. Scott, Catherine
Zeta-Jones, Eva Marie Saint, Tim Curry and Marilu Henner. Titanic melds
together the heart-wrenching stories of people whose lives, loves, and
fortunes were irrevocably changed the night of April 14, 1912. The story
begins in London, when a young pickpocket, Jaime Perse, steals his way
onboard the Titanic. The cream of high society are gathering there, including
society matron Hazel Foley, financier John Jacob Astor, self-made millionaire
Wynn Park, and the infamous Molly Brown. But also on-board is Simon
Doonan, a hard-bitten criminal determined to rob the first-class passengers
and simultaneously destroy Jaime's last chance to start over. The Titanic
weaves a captivating mosaic of lives that will touch your heart forever. 1,523
men, women, and children perished the night the Titanic sailed into
darkness. Only 705 passengers survived. Their tragic experience will grip
your imagination. Their courage will capture your heart. Mill Creek
Necessary Roughness Complete Series focuses on a tough, sexy Long Island
divorcee Dani (Golden Globe nominee Callie Thorne) who re-energizes her
life and career when she becomes a therapist for a professional football
team. Underestimated at every turn, she succeeds beyond all expectations
and soon finds herself the most sought-after therapist for high-profile
clients. Athletes, musicians, politicians and others living in the spotlight - all
in a moment of crisis - clamor for her unique brand of tough love therapy. As
a newly single mom raising two teenagers, her start-up practice wreaks
havoc on her life. But recognizing that she's changing people's lives for the
better, she is determined to make her new career work by striking a balance
between her personal and professional worlds.
Tackling issues has never been so entertaining as it is here with the entire,
three-season series presented uninterrupted on six DVDs. Mill Creek

